AC A D E M I C E N T E R T A I N M E N T
OUTSTANDING SCHOOL ASSEMBLIES & CAMP SHOWS

DUMPSTER DOUG
Students discover their important role in protecting our natural resources
With his team of Eco-Warriors; Crush it Chris and Recyclin’ Mike, Dumpster Doug travels the earth searching
for the sources of air, land and water pollution and then show K-6th graders that small changes make a
huge difference when it comes to protecting the earth's natural resources.

Students learn ideas they’ll use for a lifetime!
When one of these talented performers come to your school, students learn about the 4 R's: Reduce,
Reuse, Recycle and Read so they too can become Eco-Superstars in the funniest and most magical
environmental show your school will ever see!

Make Pollution Disappear!
Watch a dirty soda can become brand new as it is magically recycled in just 30 seconds. Witness trash
being turned into useful products instantly as it enters a recycling bin and see a scrap of paper turned into
something valuable (a one-hundred dollar bill) instead of being tossed aside. Tons of audience
participation keeps kids on the edge of their seats while the teachers laugh along with all the great
lessons.

Audience: PreK-6 Capacity: 400
Presentation Time: 40 to 45 minutes
Set-Up Time: 45 minutes. Please ensure performance space is clear and empty of classes
during set-up time.
Take-Down Time: 30 minutes
Presentation Area: Brightly lit performance space; minimum area of 8 ft. x 20 ft. Performance space can be stage or floor-level;
floor level is preferred. If performance space is floor level, please seat students on the floor and not in chairs. If the performance area is
a stage please make sure there are stairs for easy volunteer access to the performance area.
Assembly Requirements: One large table. Depending on your location, you may be asked to provide a PA system with RCA-jack input.
Nearby electrical outlet or extension cord.
*Presenter/Backdrop/Props may vary depending on your location.
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